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Abstract: With the rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT), more and more user devices
access the network and generate large amounts of genome data. These genome data possess signifi-
cant medical value when researched. However, traditional genome analysis confronts security and
efficiency challenges, including access pattern leakage, low efficiency, and single analysis methods.
Thus, we propose a secure and efficient dynamic analysis scheme for genome data within a Software
Guard Extension (SGX)-assisted server, called SEDASGX. Our approach involves designing a secure
analysis framework based on SGXs and implementing various analysis methods within the enclave.
The access pattern of genome data is always obfuscated during the analysis and update process,
ensuring privacy and security. Furthermore, our scheme not only achieves higher analysis efficiency
but also enables dynamic updating of genome data. Our results indicate that the SEDASGX analysis
method is nearly 2.5 times more efficient than non-SGX methods, significantly enhancing the analysis
speed of large-scale genome data.

Keywords: Intel SGX; security and privacy; data analysis; ORAM; IoT

1. Introduction

Cloud computing platforms [1] offer elastic storage space and stronger computing
power for gene data. With the rising development of e-healthcare technologies, the pool of
genetic data collected from distributed healthcare devices and centers is growing explo-
sively. Thus, the genetic data collected will be exposed and distributed among multiple
healthcare devices or centers. However, genomes can range anywhere from 4000 bases to
670 Gb, and involve important personal privacy. For example, humans have two copies of
their inherited genome of 3.2 Gb each. Genomes are stored in VCF file format. VCF is one of
the important file formats in the biomedical domain because of its critical role in describing
DNA and RNA variants. VCF can describe single- and multi-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs and MNPs), insertions and deletions (INDELs), and simple structural variants (SVs)
against a reference genome [2]. The most common mutation in the human population is
called single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). It is the variation in a single nucleotide at a
particular position of the genome. There are about 5 million SNPs observed per individual,
and sensitive information about individuals (such as disease predispositions) are typically
inferred by analyzing the SNPs. How to securely share genome data and efficiently analyze
them in the IoT environment is needed to solve the problem of information islands [3].
Therefore, the designed scheme must not only ensure the privacy and security of genome
data, but also ensure the security and efficiency of the genome data analysis process. The
main reason is that personal genome data can carry sensitive information, including infor-
mation that can reveal the identity of the owner [4] and even facial features [5]. For example,
Claes et al. have developed a 3D model of human faces based on gender, ancestral genomes,
and facial features [5], highlighting the potential risks of sharing sensitive genetic data.

Unfortunately, while traditional encryption algorithms, such as homomorphic encryp-
tion (HE) [6–9] and secure multi-party computing (SMC) [10–12] can ensure the confiden-
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tiality of gene data, they cannot be applied to massive genome data scenarios due to high
computational overheads and low computational efficiency. The emergence of trusted
execution environments (TEEs), such as Intel SGX, has made it possible to operate a device
with genome data in a trusted, isolated region called an enclave. Thus, the TEE brings
neither high computational overheads nor restrictions based on software technology and
makes it possible to securely and efficiently analyze massive genome data.

Nevertheless, existing schemes have various drawbacks. Most of the traditional
genetic data analysis schemes [6–12] are based on homomorphic encryption and secure
multi-party computation. These schemes suffer from the problem that the communication
cost between the client and the server is too high. In addition, the practical application
of homomorphic encryption and secure multi-party computing technology still has the
problem of low efficiency in computing large-scale data. The emergence of trusted execu-
tion environments has brought about a turning point in the above problems. While the
emergence of a trusted execution environment can to some extent alleviate the efficiency
issues in large-scale genetic data analysis, many schemes [13–15] based on trusted execution
environments still have shortcomings in aspects such as data access patterns, single-gene
data analysis methods, dynamic updates, and multi-user access control. For example,
Chen et al. first proposed a secure outsourcing genetic testing framework based on SGX
in [13]. Mandal et al. built a practical, private data oblivious genome variants search using
Intel SGX in [14]. Can et al. proposed a hardware–software hybrid approach SkSES to
perform statistical tests on genomic data presented as VCF files from different countries
in [15]. Previous schemes have not addressed a series of issues such as data access pattern
leakage, single analysis methods, and dynamic data update during multi-user analysis in
IoT scenarios. Thus, we propose a secure and efficient dynamic analysis scheme for genome
data within an SGX-assisted server. The main contributions of SEDASGX are summarized
as follows.

• SEDASGX provides a multi-party genome data analysis architecture for edge comput-
ing scenarios based on Intel SGX. This architecture uses the AES-GCM algorithm and
the attributes of SGX to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the code, genetic
data, and analysis results. In addition, even if the terminal device does not require
hardware support, it still meets the needs of users for uploading and analysis, reducing
the hardware requirements of end users.

• SEDASGX is used to construct an oblivious data storage structure based on Path
ORAM to avoid the leakage of access patterns of genome data in the analysis and
update process, and encrypts them with a tamper-proof encryption algorithm (ASE-
GCM) to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of gene data, as well as the
correctness of the analysis results.

• SEDASGX utilizes various genome analysis methods and dynamic updates. Addition-
ally, the identity encryption technology based on the SGX security analysis architecture
ensures that during the analysis process users cannot obtain each other’s analysis results.

2. Related Work

Privacy of genomic data has recently become a very hot research topic. Several privacy-
preserving schemes have been proposed for processing of genomic data in different secure
aspects. In the following, we present the detailed classifications of state-of-the-art work.

• Homomorphic encryption-based schemes. Kim et al. [6] used homomorphic encryp-
tion technology to encrypt a DNA sequence and conduct a secure evaluation of χ2

distribution over the encrypted data. Sarkar et al. [7] proposed a privacy-preserving
genotype imputation using machine learning and a Paillier homomorphic encryption.
Wang et al. [8] designed a homomorphic exact logistic regression model algorithm
aiming at reducing the computational and storage costs. Blatt et al. [9] presented a
privacy-preserving framework based on several advances in homomorphic encryption
and demonstrated that it can perform an accurate GWAS analysis for a real dataset of
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more than 25,000 individuals, keeping all individual’s data encrypted and requiring
no user interactions.

• Secure multi-party computation (SMC)-based schemes. Kamm et al. [10] proposed
secretly sharing the sensitive data among several parties and computing GWAS over
the distributed data. Dong et al. [11] proposed a secure and efficient GWAS scheme.
Zhu et al. [12] proposed a privacy-preserving framework for conducting genome-wide
association studies over outsourced patient data.

• Hardware-based schemes. Chen et al. [13] presented one of the first implementa-
tions of a Software Guard Extension (SGX)-based securely outsourced genetic testing
framework, which leveraged multiple cryptographic protocols and a minimal perfect
hash scheme to enable efficient and secure data storage and computation outsourcing.
Mandal et al. [14] built a memory oblivious structure to search genome variants us-
ing Intel SGX. Kockan et al. [15] proposed SkSES, which employs sketch algorithm,
data compression, and population stratification reduction methods to reduce the
memory consumption.

3. Preliminaries
3.1. Intel SGX

Intel SGX [16–20] is a set of new instructions and modifications to the memory access
architecture of Intel CPUs. Figure 1 summarizes the main features of SGX: memory isolation
and remote attestation.
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Figure 1. Intel SGX Features.

• Memory Isolation. When a program runs on the SGX-enabled platform, it is divided
into two parts: an untrusted storage region and a trusted isolated region (enclave).
An enclave is a separate block of physical RAM that cannot be accessed by other
applications, privileged software, OS, hypervisor, or the firmware on the system in
Figure 1(1). Meanwhile, the enclave is used to protect sensitive data and codes. When
an SGX program is hung or closed, the untrusted storage region mainly is utilized to
store the encrypted sensitive data separated from the enclave.

• Remote Attestation. SGX provides a cryptographic verification that an enclave is
running securely on a remote server platform. When an enclave is created, an app
enclave generates a set of claims (i.e., Key and REPORT), and an SGX component
QE (quoting Enclave) generates an attestation signature of the report by using the
EGETKEY instruction in Figure 1((2)-6). QE returns the signature to the App in
Figure 1((2)-7). After that, the App sends the signature and key to the verifier in
Figure 1((2)-8). Finally, the verifier checks the signature using the Intel attestation
services (IASs). In particular, QE only accepts measurements from trusted hardware,
and the hardware guarantees that only enclaves that have been correctly created can
be measured. Furthermore, a secure channel between the enclave and the client can
be established via ECDH [21] and ECDSA [22]. This trusted channel is used to share
the secret between the enclave and the client.
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3.2. Oblivious RAM

Oblivious RAM (ORAM) algorithms allow a user to hide the access pattern of data
that are accessed on a remote server by continuously shuffling and re-encrypting them.
An adversary can observe the physical locations of the data accessed, but the ORAM
algorithms ensure that the adversary learns nothing about the true access pattern during
frequent accesses between the enclave and the storage. Next, we give a definition of the
access pattern, and more details are given in [23].

Definition 1 (Access Pattern). Let
→
x =(q1, q2,. . . ,qn) denote a data effective request sequence

of length n, where qi=(opi, idi, datai), opi denotes a read idi or a write (idi, datai) operation.
Additionally, idi represents the identifier of a data block, and datai represents gene data written into
a data block with an identifier idi.

3.3. Genome Analysis Methods

• Chisquare statistics are mainly used to study the relation of gene mutations in
genome data. Because human beings are diploid and have two copies of all (non-
sex)chromosomes, each person will have either the genotypes aa, ab(ba), or bb for
each locus. For example, we sample the genomes of N individuals for particular
single nucleotide variants (SNV), of which some have a particular disease (cases),
and the rest do not (controls). The genotype aa, ab(ba), and bb represent 0, 1, and
2, respectively. Thus, person genomes can be represented by a vector g∈{0, 1, 2}N .
The i-th entry corresponds to the number of transcripts the person i has of a allele at
locus j. Let y∈{0, 1}N be a vector that represents the gene mutation state of a person
yi = 1 if the i-th person has the disease, and yi = 0 if he/she does not. More details
are described in [24]. As we will see, these values in Table 1 are sufficient to compute
the χ2 statistic using the following Equation (1).

χ2 = ∑
i∈{0,1}

∑
j∈{0,1}

(mij − cj × ri
2N )2

cj × ri
2N

(1)

Table 1. Genotype table.

Genotype a b Sum

Cases (yi = 1) m00 m01 r0
Controls (yi = 0) m10 m11 r1

Sum c0 c1 2N

• Fisher’s exact test [25] is a statistical test used to determine whether there is a nonran-
dom association between two categorical variables. It is generally used to determine
whether a gene locus is statistically associated with a factor, which is more accurate
than the Chisquare test. As preparation for extending to R × C contingency tables,
the cell counts in 2 × 2 tables are denoted by {mij} for i = 0, 1 and j = 0, 1. Given
the above Table 1, a more general formula is as follows (2). In simple terms, i = 0, 1
and j = 0, 1 are extended to i = 0, 1,. . . , R and j = 0, 1,. . . , C, followed by the row
margins {c0, c1,. . . , cR} and the column margins {r0, r1,. . . , rC}. Meanwhile, the formula
is extended to (3).

p =
c0!c1!r0!r1!

(2N)!m00!m01!m10!m11!
(2)

p =
∏i(ci!)∏j(rj!)

(2N)! ∏i ∏j(mij!)
(3)

• Logistic regression [26] methods are commonly used in statistical analysis. They are
also applied to genetic association studies due to the detection demand of massive
genetic marker predictor variables, e.g., case/control status. Given a dichotomous
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phenotype vector Y of m observations, and a matrix of single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) genotypes X, let p = P(Y = 1|X = x). The likelihood function is:

L = ∏
Y=1

p ∏
Y=0

(1 − p) (4)

where
p =

1
1 + e−(α+βX)

(5)

and β is the vector of coefficients.

3.4. Identity-Based Encryption (IBE)

The formal notion of an identity-based encryption scheme was developed in [27]. An
IBE scheme Π contains four algorithms: Setup, KeyGen, Enc, and Dec.

• Setup(1λ)→(pk, msk). This algorithm takes as input a security parameter λ. It outputs
the public parameter pk and a private master key msk.

• KeyGen(pk, msk, id)→skid. This algorithm takes as input the public key pk, the private
master key msk, and an identity id. It outputs private key skid of id.

• Enc(skid, m)→C. This algorithm takes as input a public key pk and a message m. It
outputs the ciphertext C for an identity id.

• Dec(skid, C)→m. This algorithm takes as input a private key skid and the ciphertext C.
It outputs the message m.

4. SEDASGX Scheme

A secure and efficient dynamic analysis scheme for genome data within SGX-assisted
is composed of seven polynomial time calculations, namely SEDASGX = (Setup, Enc,
Preprocess, Init, Analysis, Dec, Update). In this section, we will show the system model,
notations and definitions, and constructions.

4.1. System Model

As shown in Figure 2, SEDASGX consists of five entities (i.e., analysis users (AU ), pa-
tients (P), edge server (ES), cloud server (CS), and authority (AUT )), and their respective
tasks are described as follows.

• The AU generates encrypted analysis queries and sends them to the CS . Additionally,
the AU decrypts the query results.

• The P encrypts genome data and uploads them to the ES . Meanwhile, the P sends
the update queries to the ES .

• The ES is divided into two parts: enclave and storage region. The enclave preprocesses
all genomic data within the jurisdiction. After that, the enclave encrypts the processed
data and sends them to the CS . The storage region mainly stores source data.

• The CS is divided into two parts: enclave and storage region. The enclave performs
initialization operation, genome analysis operation, and update operation. The storage
region mainly stores all encrypted data and oblivious storage structure.

• The AUT is primarily responsible for remotely verifying the trusted execution en-
vironment of all edge servers and cloud services. Furthermore, the AUT is also
responsible for generating keys for each entity within the system and distributing
them through secure channels.

As shown in Figure 2, the AUT executes a setup operation to generate system master
key pairs and secret key for each entity, and builds the secure channel by performing
remote attestation with the CS and each ES in step (1). In step (2), the P encrypts genome
data and uploads them to the ES . The ES receives all genome data within its jurisdiction
and performs a preprocessing operation within the enclave in step (3). Then, each ES
encrypts these processed genome data and sends them to the CS . After that, in step (4),
the enclave uses the processed genome data to construct some oblivious data structures, a
position map table, and a stash using an initialization operation. Then, the AU generates
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encrypted analysis queries and sends them to the enclave. The enclave decrypts these
encrypted analysis (update) queries and performs genome analysis (update) via loading
these oblivious data structures in step (5). The AU receives the encrypted analysis results
returned by the CS and performs decryption operations in step (6). Finally, the P sends the
update to the ES in step (7).

(3) Preprocess

Enclave

Edge ServerAnalysis Users

(4) Init

(5) Analyse

Stash

Position Map

Cloud Server

(7) Updates
Key

(1) Setup

Encrypted 

Data

...(6) Dec

Patients

...

ORAM  Trees

 (2) Enc

Enclave Enclave Enclave
Encrypted 

Data

Key

Key

K
e
y

Authority

Enclave

Figure 2. System Model.

4.2. Notations and Definitions

We summarize some notations used in SEDASGX in Table 2 and define two security
definitions as follows.

Table 2. Notations.

Notations Descriptions

λ, G, g, H Security parameter, group, the generator group G, and hash function
ine pk, msk, skE, ski Public key, master key, ORAM tree structure key, the data key of i-th ES

ine skk, skij , mij The query key of k-th AU , the data key of P , the j-th data under the i-th ES
ine ivij , tagij The j-th initial vector under the i-th ES , the j-th tag in the i-th ES

ine addij , Size The j-th additional information under the i-th ES , preset block size
ine Cij , Miηi

The j-th ciphertext in the i-th ES , the ηi-th data block under the i-th ES
ine Z, pos, n The node capacity of ORAM tree, genome locus, the i-th nation(i-th ES)

ine N, M, pa, id The number of ES , the number of P , the path of ORAM tree, block identifier
ine Ti, PMi, Si The i-th ORAM tree, the i-th position map table, the i-th stash

ine ηi, Ni The sum number of data blocks under i-th ES , the size of Ti
ine Li, psizei, ssizei The high of ORAM tree, the size of PMi, the size of Si

ine maxpa, st The maximum path of Ti, the state of data block(True:1 and false:0)

Definition 2 (Correctness). The SEDASGX scheme is correct if the following holds: First, AUT
runs the Setup algorithm to generate public key pk and master key msk. For the genome data
Mij ,1≤i≤N,1≤j≤M, P executes the Enc algorithm to generate encrypted genome data Cij and
sends them to ES . Then, the enclave of the ES performs the Preprocess algorithm to generate
fixed-size data blocks Miηi

and encrypts Miηi
to Ciηi

. After that, the enclave of the CS calls the
Init algorithm to generate encrypted ORAM trees Ti, position map tables PMi, and stashes Si by
using Ciηi

. Given an analysis request Cq, the ciphertext analysis result CR can always decrypt into
the corresponding plaintext analysis result and can be successfully verified by the Dec algorithm
(AES-GCM).

Definition 3 (Query Unlinkability). Let
→
q = (q1, q2,. . . ,qn) denote a set of analysis sequences with

the same key and length. If any two analysis queries qi and qj are computationally indistinguishable,
the query pattern of the SEDASGX is secure.
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4.3. Constructions

We now give the detailed construction of each algorithm in the SEDASGX.
Setup(1λ)→(pk, msk, skij , ski, skk, skE). Taking a security parameter λ as input, the

enclave of the AUT generates a group G with order p, where g is a random generator of G.
The enclave picks up a α∈RZp, and selects a collision-resistant hash function H:{0, 1}∗→G.
Meanwhile, the AUT generates unique identities idij , idk, idi, and idE for P , AU , ES ,
and CS , and generates private keys skij = H(idij)

α, skk = H(idk)
α, ski = H(idi)

α, and
skE = H(idE)

α based on the these unique identities respectively, 1≤ i ≤ N, 1≤ j ≤ M,
and 1≤ k ≤ ς. Finally, the AUT publishes the public key pk = (G, p, g, H, idij , idi, idk, idE)
of the system, and keeps the master key msk =α secret. Meanwhile, the AUT sends the
private keys skij , ski, skk, and skE to the P , the ES , the AU , and the CS by the secure
channel respectively.

Enc(mij , ivij , aadij , skij )→(Cij , tagij ). This algorithm takes as inputs data mij , the initial
vertor ivij , the additional authentication data addij , and the data key skij as input. It outputs
ciphertext Cij and the encrypted tag tagij . Then, each P uploads the Cij and the tagij to the
ES . Note that the Enc is an AES-GCM encryption algorithm.

Preprocess(mij , Size)→Miηi
. This algorithm takes genome data mij and a predeter-

mined size Size as input. It outputs a set of fixed-size blocks of data Miηi
, where i denotes

the i-th edge server and ηi represents the total number of data blocks preprocessed by the
i-th the ES , 1≤j≤M, 1≤i≤N. In particular, ηi = ΣM

j=1ηij , j represents the j-th patient under
the i-th ES , and ηij represents the number of data blocks after the mij is split. Firstly, the
enclave of each ES decrypts Cij and divides all genome data mij into fixed-size data block
Miηi

, recursively. If the last remaining data point is not sufficient to meet the predetermined
size, it needs to be randomly filled to reach the required size. Finally, the enclave encrypts
Miηi

to Ciηi
and sends them to the CS .

Init(Ciηi
, skE, Z, ski)→(Ti, PMi, Si). This algorithm takes all encrypted data blocks

Ciηi
, the ORAM tree structure key skE, the node capacity Z, and the data key ski of the ES

as input. It outputs position map tables PMi, stashes Si, and encrypted ORAM trees Ti,
1≤i≤N, 1≤j≤M, according to Algorithm 1.

• First, the enclave of the CS calculates the sum ηi of all data blocks in each ES . Then,
enclave computes Ni, Li, psizei, and ssziei using the Equations (6) and (7), where Pow
is a function that finds the power of 2 closest to ηi.

ηi = ΣM
j=1ηij ;Ni = Pow(ηi);Li = log2(Ni + 1)− 1 (6)

psizei = Ni ∗ Z; ssziei = (Li + 1) ∗ Z (7)

• Second, the enclave creates the position map tables PMi and stashes Si according to
psizei and ssizei. Meanwhile, the enclave randomly generates ssizei dummy genome
data blocks and encrypts them according to skE. Then, the enclave writes them to the
ORAM tree Ti according to Pi.

• Finally, the enclave computes ski by the α and utilizes them to decrypt Ciηi
to obtain

Miηi
. The enclave re-encrypts Miηi

to C∗
iηi

in the Si and writes them to Ti according to
updated Pi.

Query(skk, q)→Cq. This algorithm takes as inputs a query key skk of k-th analysis user
and an analysis query q. It outputs the encrypted query Cq.

• To generate a tailored analysis query q = H(µ||ν||pos|| f isher), the k-th AU first selects
the data from various ES (µ and ν, 1≤µ, ν≤N), a certain gene locus pos, and a certain
analysis method f isher, Chi-square, or LR based on their analysis requirements.

• Subsequently, the AU employs their query key skk to generate an encrypted analysis
query Cq using the Enc algorithm, and sends Cq to the CS .
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Algorithm 1: Init Algorithm
Input: ORAM structure key skE, encrypted data blocks Ciηi

, data key ski of ES , node
capacity Z.

Output: The position map PMi, stashes Si, and encrypted ORAM trees Ti,
1 ≤ i ≤ N.

Enclave:
1 Decrypt Ciηi

to obtain Miηi
, ηi = ΣM

j=1ηij , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M;
2 For 1 ≤ i ≤ N do
3 Compute Ni = Pow(ηi), Li = log2(Ni + 1)− 1, ssziei = (Li + 1) ∗ Z,

psizei = Ni ∗ Z,
maxpa = 2Li ;

4 Initialize an Si = {ci, idi, posi, pai, ni, sti} of size ssizei and PMi = {idi, posi, pai, ni} of
size psizei;

5 For 1 ≤ t ≤ βi = ⌈psizei/ssziei⌉ ∗ ssizei do
6 Generate a dummy block m′

it , idit = t, pait = Random(2Li ), posit = random,
and nit = i;

7 Copy m′
it , idit , pait , posit , and nit to Si.cit , Si.idit , Si.pait , Si.posit , Si.nit and set

Si.stit = 0;
8 IF t mod ssizei = 0
9 Encrypt blocks in Si and write them to Ti by PMi and empty Si;
10 For 1 ≤ i ≤ N do
11 Set βi = ⌈ηi/ssizei⌉ ∗ ssizei and generate βi − ηi dummy blocks m′

iι , ηi < ι ≤ β
12 For 1 ≤ j ≤ βi do
13 Copy j, Miηi

.pos, Miηi
.n, Miηi

.c to Si.idij , Si.posij ,Si.nij ,Si.cij , and set
Si.stij = 1

Si.paij = Random(maxpa);
14 PMi.idij = j, PMi.paij = Si.paij , PMi.nij = Si.nij ,PMi.posij = Si.posij ;
15 IF j mod ssizei = 0
16 Encrypt blocks in the Si and write them to Ti by PMi, and empty Si;
17 Return ORAM tree Ti, position map PMi, and stashes Si;

Analysis(skE, Ti, PMi, Si, skk, Cq)→CR. This algorithm takes the ORAM tree structure
key skE, the encrypted ORAM tree Ti, the position map table PMi, the stash Si, the query
key skk of k-th AU , and an encrypted query Cq as inputs. It outputs the encrypted analysis
result CR according to the following Algorithm 2.

• First, the enclave decrypts the Cq to obtain µ, ν, pos, and f isher.
• Second, the enclave acquires its corresponding ORAM tree Tµ and Tν based on the

values of µ and ν, and subsequently read the data from the ORAM tree Tµ and Tν to
the stash Sµ and Sν by utilizing the position map table PMµ and PMν, respectively.

• Finally, the enclave extracts the relevant information required for data analysis from
the data blocks that have been read, and calls the corresponding analysis algorithm
(e.g., f isher) to analyze the genome data according to the query request and obtain the
corresponding analysis results R. After that, the enclave encrypts the R by using the
corresponding query key skk and sends the CR to the k-th AU .
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Algorithm 2: Analysis Algorithm
Input: Encrypted ORAM tree Ti, structure key skE, query key skκ , encrypted analysis

query Cq.
Output: Encrypted analysis result CR.
AU :

1 Encrypt the analysis query q to Cq with query key skk;
Enclave :

2 Decrypt Cq to q = µ||ν||pos|| f isher with skk, and read PMµ and PMν to enclave;
3 For 1 ≤ i ≤ N do
4 For 1 ≤ j ≤ βi do
5 Find PMµ.idµj and PMµ.paµj corresponding to PMµ.posµj = pos;
6 Read all blocks on PMµ.paµj in Tµ and decrypt them to Sµ;
7 For 1≤ω≤ssizei do
8 IF PMµ.idµj = Sµ.idµω

9 Get Sµ.cµω , update Sµ.paµω , and PMµ.paµj , and re-encrypt Sµ.cµω ;
10 Repeat steps 3–10 to obtain Sν.cνω of ν;
11 Compute analysis result R according to Sµ.cµω of µ and Sν.cνω of ν via Fisher’s

exact algorithm;
12 Encrypt analysis result R to CR with skk and send it to the k-th AU ;
AU :

13 Decrypt encrypted analysis result CR and verify correctness;

Dec(CR, skk, tagR)→R. This algorithm takes as inputs an encrypted analysis result CR,
a query key skk, and an encrypted tag tagR. It outputs an analysis result R. In other words,
the AU verifies and decrypts this analysis result CR via the AES-GCM algorithm.

Update(Ti, PMi, Si, skE, C ′
it , ski)→(T ′

i , PM′
i, S ′

i ). This algorithm takes as inputs
the ORAM tree Ti, position map PMi, stash Si, ORAM tree structure key skE, updated
encrypted data C ′

it , and data key ski. We are assuming that the updated data blocks have
been preprocessed by the ES and already reside within the CS . Furthermore, given the
vast volume of genomic data, we will only address scenarios involving the modification of
individual data blocks and the addition of a specific number of data blocks. See Algorithm 3
for details.

• Case 1: modify a single data block. First, the enclave decrypts the C ′
i1

to obtain up-
dated data, e.g., µ, pos, and M′

i1
. Then, the enclave finds pos in the PMµ to ob-

tain PMµ.paµj and PMµ.idµj . After that, the enclave loads all data blocks on the
PMµ.paµj in the Tµ and decrypts them into the Sµ. Next, the enclave searches the
PMµ.idµj on the Sµ and replaces Sµ.cµj with the updated content M′

i1
. Meanwhile, it

updates Sµ.paµj and copies it to PMµ.paµj . Finally, the enclave re-encrypts all data
blocks in the Sµ and re-writes them back to the Tµ according to the updated Sµ.paµj .

• Case 2: add small data blocks. Upon receipt of the updated data blocks C ′
it , ηi ≤ t ≤ psizei

uploaded by the ES , the enclave uses the ski to decrypt block by block. Then, the
enclave generates the updated ORAM tree T ′

i .
• Case 3: add massive data blocks. This is performed after receiving the encrypted data

blocks C ′
it , psizei − ηi ≤ i ≤ t uploaded by ES . Because the actual number of genome

data blocks in the storage region has exceeded the storage limit of the original ORAM
trees, the enclave needs to call the Algorithm 1 to regenerate the new ORAM tree T ′

i .
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Algorithm 3: Update Algorithm
Input: Encrypted ORAM tree Ti, ORAM tree key skE, data key ski, encrypted update

data blocks C′it ,
the position map PMi, the stash Si.

Output: Updated ORAM trees T ′
i , updated position map tables PM′

i, updated
stashes S ′

i .
ES :
1 Preprocess update data to C ′

it , and upload them to the CS ;
Enclave :
2 Decrypt C ′

it to M′
it , µ and posit with ski, and find the PMµ;

3 For 1 ≤ i ≤ N do
4 IF t = 1
5 For 1 ≤ j ≤ βi
6 Find PMµ.idµj and Pµ.paµj corresponding to PMµ.posµj = posit ;
7 Read all blocks on PMµ.paµj in Tµ and decrypt them to Sµ;
8 For 1≤w≤ssizei do
9 IF PMµ.idµj = Sµ.idµω

10 Update Sµ.paµω ,Sµ.cµω , and PMµ;
11 ELSE IF 1 < t ≤ psizei − ηi
12 For 1 ≤ l ≤ t do
13 Update PMµ.idiηi+l = ηi + l, PMµ.paiηi+l = Ransom(2Li ), PMµ.posiηi+l =

posit ;
14 For 1 ≤ ξ ≤ ⌈t/ssziei⌉ do
15 For 1 ≤ ω ≤ ssizei do
16 Copy PMµ.idiηi+l ,PMµ.paiηi+l , Mil to Sµ.idiω , Sµ.paiω , Sµ.ciω and set

Sµ.stiω =1;
17 Encrypt Sµ and write them to ORAM Tµ by Sµ.paiω , and empty Sµ;
18 ELSE t > psizei − ηi
19 Regenerate new T ′

µ , PM′
µ, and S ′

µ with the Cµηi
and updated data blocks C ′

it ;
20 Return T ′

i , P ′
i , and S ′

i

5. Security Analysis

Combining the threat model assumed in Figure 1(1) by Intel SGX itself, only the CPU
can securely access data in the enclave. Thus, the adversary can impersonate cloud server
administrators (or OS), other entities in the system, and external attackers.

5.1. Correctness

In SEDASGX, the AU , P , AUT , and enclave are trusted, and they can execute all
algorithms correctly. The genome data separated from the enclave are encrypted by the
AES-GCM tamper-proof encryption algorithm and stored in the untrusted memory. The
correctness of the SEDASGX relies on the integrity of the data stored in the untrusted
memory. Thus, the correctness of the SEDASGX depends on the AES-GCM tamper-proof
encryption algorithm. Fortunately, the correctness of the AES-GCM algorithm has been
proved in [28].

5.2. Query Unlinkability

When the adversary is an external attacker, the adversary cannot obtain the key due
to the memory isolation feature of Intel SGX. The adversary cannot obtain any plaintext
information about the query without the key. Therefore, it is only necessary to prove that
the adversary cannot distinguish any two queries.

Theorem 1. SEDASGX can guarantee that the adversary cannot distinguish any two analysis
queries that are generated from the same analysis content.
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Proof. Assuming that with the two analysis queries qi and qj, the user randomly selects
different initial vectors ivi, ivj. Then, the user adopts the AES-GCM algorithm to encrypt qi
and qj with

Cqi = Enc(SC, ivi, qi, aadi),

Cqj = Enc(SC, ivj, qj, aadj)
(8)

The security of the AES-GCM encryption algorithm is based on a cryptographic
conjecture that the block cipher is a secure pseudo-random permutation. Even the same
analysis content will be encrypted into different ciphertext due to the randomness of the
initial vector. Thus, Cqi and Cqj are computationally indistinguishable.

5.3. Access Pattern

When the adversary is an administrator, SEDASGX uses the ORAM mechanism to
avoid access pattern leakage caused by frequent access to memory due to genome analysis.

Theorem 2. Let AP(
→
x ) represent the access pattern of the storage sequence for a given analysis

query. An ORAM is secure if (1) for any two analysis queries of the same length, their access

patterns AP(
→
x ) and AP(

→
y ) are computationally indistinguishable except user and enclave, and

(2) the ORAM is correct in the case that returns on input
→
x data that is consistent with

→
x probability

≥ 1 − negl(|→x |), i.e., the ORAM may fail with probability negl(|→x |).

Proof. When a user sends an analysis request, the enclave loads all genome data blocks
based on a certain path PMi.paiηi

in the ORAM tree Ti each time. To prove the security of
ORAM, we assume that Q ={id1, id2, . . . , idpsizei} is an block identifier sequence with size
psizei. Thus, the access pattern p observed by the adversary is as follows:

p = {pospsizei [idpsizei ], ....; pos1[id1]} (9)

where posκ [idκ ] is the position of κ-th genome data block on a certain path. Every data block
is encrypted with the AES-GCM algorithm. Thus, any two access pattern sequences are
computationally indistinguishable due to initial vector iv generated randomly. Moreover,
PMi is accompanied by an update during the enclave data loads every time, e.g., any two
positions posκ1 [idκ1 ] and posκ2 [idκ2 ] are statistically independent of each other under κ1<κ2
and idκ1 = idκ2 . Likewise, posκ1 [idκ1 ] and posκ2 [idκ2 ] are statistically independent of each
other under κ1<κ2 and idκ1 ̸=idκ2 . Thus, we obtain the Equation (10) (by using Bayes rule).

Pr(p) =
psizei

∏
κ=1

Pr(posκ [idκ ]) = (
1

2Li
)psizei (10)

This proves that AP(−→x ) is computationally indistinguishable from a random sequence
of bit strings. The correctness of the ORAM was proven in detail in [23].

5.4. CCA Security

Theorem 3. If ΠE is a CPA secure encryption scheme, and ΠM is a message authentication code
with a unique tag, then SEDASGX is a CCA secure encryption scheme.

Proof. In the AES-GCM algorithm, plaintext data are encrypted using the AES-CTR mode,
and then an authentication tag (MAC) is generated through GHASH, and finally, the
ciphertext is obtained by XOR operation. Among them, the AES-CTR has been proved
in [29] to satisfy CPA security.

Now suppose there exists an adversary, denoted as A, who can distinguish the ci-
phertext. The A can choose two plaintexts m0 and m1 of the same length, |m0| = |m1|, and
receives an encrypted ciphertext cb = Enc(sk, mb), where sk is a symmetric key and b is
0 or 1, indicating the plaintext chosen by the A. Therefore, A’s goal is to infer b from cb.
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To achieve this goal, A can construct two valid authentication tags (MACs) with different
GHASH values, and select one of these tags to attempt to match the encrypted ciphertext.
However, since the GHASH function is collision-resistant, A cannot construct two valid
tags with the same GHASH value. Therefore, we prove that the SEDASGX scheme for
AES-GCM algorithm encryption with keys generated by the IBE scheme is CCA secure.

6. Experiment Analysis

We show the experimental results from experimental analysis of SEDASGX and
comparison of SEDASGX with a non-SGX server.

6.1. Implementation

We realize a series of experimental evaluations using a real-world genome dataset [30]
to evaluate SEDASGX in terms of preprocessing, update operation, and analysis efficiency.
The dataset we used is from the third phase of the 1000 Genomes Project in the UCSC
Genome Browser and represents 2504 samples on GRCh37. The 1000 Genomes Project
utilizes advanced DNA sequencing technologies to analyze the genomes of a diverse set of
individuals from various ethnic backgrounds. The 1000 Genomes Project dataset includes
the following features: sample diversity, whole genome sequencing, data accessibility, data
quality control, and clinical and population genetics applications.

We implemented SEDASGX in C/C++ and Python codes on real SGX hardware,
and used Intel SGX SDK 2.11 version library and SGX-OpenSSL 1.1.1 version library
for encryption and Setup, respectively. We used Python 3.11.5 version in The Python
Community to implement genetic data preprocessing inside SGX, and we evaluated the
performance of the algorithms in the SGX hardware debug mode. The experimental
environment was deployed on a PC with an Intel ® Core TM i7-10510U CPU (1.8 GHz∗8),
32G memory, and Ubuntu 20.04.3LTS operating system.

Table 3 shows the size of the genome data blocks of each country under different edge
servers and the size of the corresponding ORAM tree built on the cloud server.

Table 3. Sample data size.

Edge Server Japan Gambia Britain American China

Genome Blocks 383 414 4486 4715 9680
ORAM Tree Size 3066 3066 49,146 49,146 98,298

6.2. Function Analysis

Table 4 presents the function comparison between SEDASGX and existing research
solutions, including security, analysis method, and dynamic update. Here, reference [13]
mainly proposes a secure genetic testing framework based on SGX, which can defend
against malicious attacks. However, multi-analysis methods, dynamic update, and IBE are
not considered. Reference [14] adopts an oblivious RAM mechanism to avoid the access
pattern leakage of the interaction between the user and the server with SGX. Nonetheless,
it only supports the Chisquare analysis method and dynamic update is not considered.
Similarly, reference [15] also does not consider the diversity of analysis methods, IBE, and
the application of actual scenarios.

Table 4. Contrast of functions.

Scheme ChiSquare Fisher LR Update Obliviousness SGX IBE

[13] % % % % % ! %
[14] % % % % ! ! %
[15] ! % % % % ! %
SEDASGX ! ! ! ! ! ! !

The%represents not have this function and The!represents having this function in the Table 4.
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6.3. Performance Analysis

Figure 3 shows the performance of each algorithm in the SEDASGX. In the prepro-
cessing phase, the overhead of preprocessing increases with the increase in datasets under
different edge servers. Among them, the overhead of enclave initialization is roughly the
same for the same level of data volume. In the analysis process, the larger the ORAM tree
Ti created, the more genetic data on the read path, and the greater the analysis overhead.
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Figure 3. Performance over each algorithm of SEDASGX.

Figure 4 illustrates the performance of data preprocessing by different edge servers. It
can be seen intuitively that as the amount of data held by the edge server increases, the
overhead of preprocessing operations will also increase, and there is a linear relationship
between the two, but the increase is not very drastic.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the update time of the two edge servers with the
largest and smallest data volumes. The update cost of edge servers owned by China is
higher than the update cost of edge servers owned by The Gambia. Through comparison,
the update efficiency is not only related to the amount of original data but also related to
the number of update gene loci. Notice: The content presented in Figure 5 is the update
cost for a small number of loci on a chromosome. We only want to reflect the relationship
between the update cost and the number of updated gene loci according to Figure 5. Our
scheme is built based on real genetic datasets, so the framework of the scheme is easily
scalable to handle massive genetic loci.

Figure 6 shows the computational overhead of testing the three analysis algorithms
of Chisquare, Fisher, and Logistic Regression under the two cases of hardware SGX-assisted
cloud servers and traditional cloud servers. Experimental results show that the three
genetic data analysis methods under the SGX-assisted cloud server are significantly faster
than the three genetic data analysis methods under traditional cloud servers, and each
analysis algorithm is approximately 2.5 times faster. This is because the genetic data
analysis on the corresponding plaintext is performed after the ciphertext of a certain path
on the ORAM tree is decrypted in the enclave. Meanwhile, SEDASGX not only reduces the
communication cost between the client (User/Patient) and the cloud server but also makes
the client lightweight, so that the client does not need to preprocess their genomic data. In
summary, SEDASGX has high analysis efficiency.

Furthermore, in terms of security, SEDASGX not only inherits the data confidentiality
and integrity of the non-SGX traditional scheme, but also has a trusted hardware environ-
ment that the non-SGX scheme does not have to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of
the code. Therefore, the SEDAGX scheme can provide more secure genetic data analysis.
In terms of calculation speed, while ensuring the same security strength, the plaintext
calculation rate of the SEDASGX scheme within the SGX hardware is much higher than the
ciphertext calculation rate of the non-SGX traditional scheme.
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Figure 4. The performance of the preprocessing operation.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we construct a secure and efficient dynamic analysis scheme for genome
data within an SGX-assisted server. First, we design a multi-party genetic data analysis
architecture based on Intel SGX and IBE in edge computing scenarios. This framework relies
on Intel SGX to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of genetic data while leveraging
the IBE to enable the multi-party analysis scenario. To mitigate the threat of access pattern
leakage, we employ SGX to construct an oblivious ORAM tree structure for obfuscating
memory access patterns. Simultaneously, we not only implement plaintext genomic data
analysis within trusted hardware but also provide various analytical methods for genomic
data. Finally, the SEDASGX implements dynamic updates of genomic data to ensure more
accurate analysis in cases of genetic mutations due to environmental and other factors.
Moreover, the experimental results show that SEDASGX is more efficient than non-SGX in
genome data analysis.

Future work includes deploying the scheme in a real-world environment (e.g., a
large-scale hospital) with the aims of evaluating and refining the scheme (if necessary)
to provide additional functionalities without compromising on security and efficiency.
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Additionally, we will also consider the situation of a more powerful adversary and pursue
higher analysis efficiency.
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